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124. On Singular Perturbation of Linear Partial Differential
Equations with Constant Coefficients. II

By Hitoshi KUMANO-GO
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, Yi.J.A., Nov. 12, 1959)

0. Introduction. Professor M. Nagumo proved in his recent note)

the following theorem on the stability of linear partial differential
equations of the form
( 0 Lo(u)--,,=0 P,(3x, )3u--f(t, x).)

Definition. We say that the equation (0) is Hp-stable for 0 in
OtT with respect to a particular solution u--uo(t) of (0) for
if u,(t)uo(t) in H, uniformly for OtT, whenever A(t, x)fo(t, x)
in H,. uniformly for OtT, and u(t)=u(t,x, )is a generalized H-
solution of (0) such that 3-u(O)3-1uo(O) in H, (j--I,..., 1).

Theorem A. Let degree of {P,($, )--P,($, 0)}k (z-O,’", l) and
let U=Uo(t) be an 1-times continuously H+,-differentiable solution of
(0) for -0 in OtT. In order that (0) be H-stable for 0 with
respect to U-Uo(t) in OtT, it is necessary and sucient that there
exist constants o0 and C such that:

Sup Y(t, , e)C for OtT, 0<o
and

Sup P($, z) -r(t, $, z) ]dtC for O<

where Y= Y(t, $, e) are matricial solutions of
=o P,(i, )(d/dt)"y--O

with the initial conditions -Y(0, $, e)-l (k=l,..., 1).
In this note we are concerned with the Hv-stability of the equation

s.3u+a.3u+Q()u=A(t, x)
where a is a complex constant and Q(i) is a polynomial in eE, and
making use of Theorem A we decide the structure of Q(i$) in order
that this equation be Hp-stable.)

I want to take this opportunity to thank Professor M. Namo and
Mr. K. Ise for their constant assistance.

1. Main theorems. In this section we shall exhibit three theo-
rems on Hp-stability of the equation
(1.1) e.3u+a.3u+q(3Au=A(t, x).

The fundamental solutions of the equation
e(d/dt)y +a(d/dt)y+Q(i)y-O

are represented by

1) M. Nagumo: On singular perturbation of linear partial differential equations
with constant coefficients. I, Proc. Japan Acad., 35, 449 (1959).

2) We use the same notations and terminology with Nagumo 1).
3) In this note we say Hp-stable for simplicity.
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(1.2) Y(t, , )- Yt, ,, .-]- 1/(,-- ){,. exp (t)--, exp (,.t)},
(1.3) Y(t, , e) Yt, , .-l- 1/(.--){exp (.t)--exp (t)},
where --(, )-- 1/2e[-a-/a-4sQ(i)})

and -.(, s)-l/2s{-a+/a-4sQ(i@}.
Applying Theorem A to the equation (1.1) we obtain the next
Theorem A. The equation (1.1) is H-stable, if and only if

I Sup lYe(t, , )IC for Ot_V, 0<ss0,
m

(.a) (I) Sup lYe(t, $, e){=<c for o<__<__ T, 0<s0,
m

fl 1(III) Sup Y(t , s) dt<C for

Making use of these results we shall obtain the following theorems.
Theorem 1. If the eqatio (1.1) i H-table, the the

a does not vanish and Re a) is non-negative.
Theorem 2. Let Re a 0. Then, in order that the equation (1.1)

be H-stable, it is necessary and sucient that there exist constants C
and R such that

(1.5) { ( I Q($)+C>O for all 8E
(II) Q(8)R(Q(8)+C) for all 8eE

where Q(8)-ReQ(i$) and Q(8)-Im Q(iS).
Theorem :. Let Re a--O and Imam0. Then, in order that the

equation (1.1) be H-stable, it is necessary and sufficient that there
exist constants C and K such that

(1.6) { ( I Q.($)=K; for all 8e E
(II) Q(8)>C; for all 8e E.

Proof of Theorem 1. i) First we assume a-0. We put /’Q(iSo)
=aq-fli, aO, with a fixed $06E. Then, for any fixed t>0, if

(1.7) Y(t’ o, ) !-(1/! 2-2 i)i{exp (2.t)--exp (2t)]
;>(/T/2 a -- fli l)[exp ((a//T)t)-- exp (--(a//)t)} --> oo as

and, if a-0, fl@0, or if a-fl-O, we have the next, respectively,

eo,  lat-(1.a)

(.) )-. g(t, o, s) dr- --dt as s0.

Applying (1.7), (1.8) or (1.9) to Theorem A’, we see that for
the equation (1.1) can not be H-stable.

ii) Now we assume Re a<0. Sinee for a fixed

2(,, s) (1/2s){-a-/O?-4sQ(i,)} o(s)/s,
,.(,, s)-(1/2s){-a+/a-4sQ(io)}-(1/s)(-a+ o(s)),

4) For a complex number b, /- denotes a square-root of b whose real part is
non-negative.

5) For a complex number b, Re b denotes real part of b, and Imb denotes
imaginary part,
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and .- l-(1/e) ]a+o(e) !, using the assumption Re a<0, we get for
sufficiently small 0,

Re 1($0, s)--(1/4s) Re a, Re .(0, e):>--(1/2) Re a,
and 2--1 1(2/)! a !.
Hence for any fixed

s {exp( 1 Re(at))--exp( 1 Re(at))} as s0,lYe(t, $, ) 2 a 2 4
and consequently from Theorem A’ (1.1) can not be H-stable.

2. Lemmas for the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3.
Lemma 1. Let Z be a complex number. Then,

{Re( )}--{ReZ+(Re Z)+(Im Z) }
z)

2 (--ReZ)+(ReZ)+(ImZ)
Especially we have the following equalities which will be used

several times. Let a and Q be complex numbers. Then,

{Re(a-4sQ)} -.{(a-a-4sQ)+g(a-a-4sQ)+(2aa-4sQ)}
and
(2.2)
[Re(ga-4sQ)}- 1 (2aa-4sQ)

2 "(4eQ+a-a)+(a-a-4eQ)+ (2aa-4sQ)
where a-Re a, a-Im a, Q-Re Q, and Q-Im Q.

Proof is omitted.
Lem 2. We put (Q,)-(1/2s){-aa-4sQ} with a 0.

Then, for any R>0 and eo0 there exists a constant C such that
Re(Q,s)C for Q]-Q+QR, 0<o

where notations are the same with Lemma 1.
Proof. Using ]QR and 0< ee0, it follows from (2.1) that with

large positive constants Q, C, and C,
{Re(a-4Q)}(1/2){(a-a-4eQ)+(a+a)+C }a

As a >0, we get then
Re (Q, s)- (1/2s){-a+Re(a-4sQ)}(1/2). C.

Lem . As another representation of (1.2), we have

(.8) Y[t, i, i {exp (t)-(it) ex (i +O(i-i))t}gO.

Poof. Put N()-Zex (2t)- 2 ex (Zt). hen,

Yt, , 0 ex (it)--(it) ex (Nt)} g0
+ 0(-- 21) 1+ 0(1--1)

Lemma 4. Put i={--aa--s}.s
If there exist constants so>O, >0, and R such that for any s(0<
eiR and a--s!0, then Y[t, , is bounded.
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a 1} and (,t)- (ReP oof. iexp exp

(ft)), we can easily prove this lemma.
Lemma 5. Let a0 and 00. If Ref (,=1,2) are bounded

above for 0<ss0, then, (I) in (1.4) implies (II) and (III) in (1.4).
Proof. It is easy to see that

Y[t, 2, 2]--{exp (2t)+exp (22t)+. Y[t, 2, ]}.
Then, for aO, . Yt, 2, 2] is bounded, and consequently

[YEt, 2,2[ and rl.YEt, 2,2[dt arebounded.

3. The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. Proof of Theo*
rein 2. Necessity of the conditions (1.5). If (I) of (1.5)did not hold,
then there would exist a sequence {$} such that Q($}
We can take a sequence {} (s0) such that
(3.1) s’Q()- and 0 as
Then, it follows from (2.1) and (3.1) that

{Re(a-4sQ(i,))}g(a-a-4s,Q($,)) as ,.
Then there exists a constant C >0 such that for large

Re 2($ s,)-{-a--Rea-4sQ(i)}
(3.2)

Re 2($ s,)-[-a+Rea-4sQ(i)}.C.
And, as ga-4eQ(i)i{ Rea-4eQ(i)] for ,, we have

Aplying (8.2) and (8.8) to (1.2) we
lg(t,,s)l as for any fixed t0.

hen condition (I) of (1.g) is thus necessary.
Now assume that (I) of (1.) holds, but that (II) of (1.g)did not

hold, then there would exist a sequence such that
(3.4) Q($)’.IQ()i and Q($,)v for any
Then, for a fixed e’, 0<e’<1/4 and large ,, from (2.2) and (3.4)

{Re (ga-4e’Q(i))} > C’Q($) >.C,,
with a constant C >0, hence [ga-4e’Q(i$)[ [Rea-4e’Q(i$)[
1/2.C. Thus we obtain:

1Re 2(, s’)-{-a-Rea-4s’Q(i)}O for large

and
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(3.6) ,2_] ]---12 (o(r) +l).

Applying (3.5) and (3.6) to (1.2), it follows that
lYe(t, $, ’)i- as ,- for fixed t0.

Thus, the condition (II)of (1.5) is necessary.
Suciency of the conditions (1.5). First we shall prove that

Re are bounded above.
Set ={; Q()a}, and take C’C, then from (1.5),
(3.7) Q()R.(Q()+C)2R.C’ for ,,
(3.8) Q()R.(Q()+C)2R.Q() for E-,.
Since on c,, Q() is bounded by (3.7), we get from Lemma 2 that
Re 2 are bounded above.

If e E’--c,, using (3.8) we get by (2.1) that, for sufficiently large
C’ and small s0>0,

{Re (+a2-4Q)}2<{(a-a-4Q)+(a+a+4Q)}-a for

1hence Re 2={-a+Re(a2-4sQ)}<{-a+a}-O.2e
Thus, Re 2($, e) are bounded above on $ e E, 0< ee0. Now by Lemma
5 and Theorem A’ we have only to prove the boundedness of Y(t,
s) ]. We put

a}.(3.9) H-- {; [4eQ()+a-a

If Sell,, then ]a2-4z.Q ]a-a-4zQ]>a, thus by Lemma
2

4 [Y(t, $, ) is bounded on H.
If eE--H and a20, we have 14sQ ]a+a-a from (3.9).

Thus from (3.7) and (3.8)

(3.10)
48Q2 ]4z Max{, 2R]V ]}

48 Max [J2RC’, J1/2. R.z-(1/4.a+]a--a])}.
Hence, for sufficiently small

and consequently by Lemma 4 lYe(t, $, e) is bounded.
If a2=0, by (3.10), there exists e00 such that

(3.11) (4sQ2)2<-.a for SeE’--H, O<
=2
1 Eand as 4sQ-a.a for Se -H,, we get from (2.1) and (3.11).a+ a+ -.a, and consequently

Hence e{i+O(i-i)}-.a for 001, N-H..
8s
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On the other hand, from (3.9) and (3.11) we have for

R ]-z{a-kl ,/a-4sQ I}2{a, -k/i a-4sQl +4sQ [} .a.
Then by (2.3), we get for t0

(3.12) IY(t, $, s)I<tl+ l a)exp(--a),
hence lYe(t, 8, s) is bounded. Q.E.Q.

Proof of Theorem 3. Necessity of the conditions (1.6). If (I)
of (1.6) did not hold, then we can take a sequence such that with some
constant C 0

We can take a sequence {}, e>0, such that

ae{IQ()iiQ()l}a d e0 as

then by (2.2)
{Re (a-4O(i$))} eQ($).

a
Hence

(3.14)

and

(3.15)

Re RI(, s,) G 0,

Re (G s) > IQ(G) > C]G

Using (3.14) and (3.15), we get

fll_. :y.(t, $, s)lgt>_ 1 fr{exp\z|a21,x;=[C]$,t)_l}dt asu.
s, 2la!

Hence from Theorem A’ (1.1) can not be H-stable.
The proof of the necessity of (II) in (1.6) goes in the same way

as that of (I) of (1.5) in Theorem 2.
Sufficiency of the conditions (1.6). We take e0>0 such that

a--4s01c](1/2)a, then from (1.6),
(3.16) a+4.Q>.a for 0<e0.=2

Therefore, by (2.2)

{Re(a-4sQ)} (4Q)- 8K s,
2a a(3.17)

and consequently

(s.8)

and by (3.16)

1 Re(+/- /a-4Q)<:/-i K

(3.19) /a-4Q /I a-k4eQ ::>- a. 1.
Applying (3.18) and (3.19) to Lemma 4, it follows that

is bounded, so by Lemma 5 and Theorem A’, the equation (1.1) is H-
stable. Q.E.D.


